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Ortho NorthEast

� Orthopaedic Practice founded in 1962

� 14 locations throughout Northeast Indiana

� 35 Physicians

� 44 Advanced Practitioners

� Part ownership of:

�Orthopaedic hospital 

�Surgery center

�MRI

�PT



Objectives

� Discover techniques readily available in Centricity to 
optimize the ordering workflow.

� Learn how to bypass the painful orders module 
through advanced custom forms functionality.

� Gather tips and tricks on how to comply and make 
money with measures for MIPS and MACRA, along with 
ever changing insurance requirements.



Do You Need a Programmer?



Currently Available

�Custom Lists

�Order Sets

�Quick Text

�Dragon/C-Speak

� Inquiries



Custom Lists
�What is a Custom List?

� A pre-arranged list of orders. 

� This can be a combination of service orders, test orders 
or referral orders.

�How can custom lists be organized?

�Single Physician

�Entire Practice

�Single Location

�Specialty

�Body Part

�Conditions

�Test

�Etc.



Custom Lists Continued

�Examples of Custom Lists

�X-Rays

�MRI

� Injections

�Medications

�Casting

�DME

�Therapy

�Pain Management

�Pediatric Well Child



Custom List



Order Sets

�What is an Order Set?
� Multiple orders created by a single click

�Examples
� Casting/Splinting

� Injections

� Labs

� Quality Codes for Claims



Order Set



Quick Text
�How is Quick Text helpful in Order Entry?

� It can create standard verbiage in relationship to the order

� It can add a diagnosis, attach that diagnosis to lab order & 

generate verbiage

� Example: .strep

� Adds strep pharyngitis (ICD10-J02.0)

� Adds order for culture

� Adds text to impression & plan

� MEL_ADD_PROBLEM ()

�Generates the diagnosis/problem

� MEL_ADD_ORDER() 

�Generates the order automatically



Quick Text Configuration



Quick Text Example

Patient shows signs of Strep Pharyngitis.   A culture has been sent out for 

confirmation{

MEL_ADD_PROBLEM("Dx of","Strep Pharyngitis","ICD10-J02.0")

MEL_ADD_ORDER("T", "Lab Work", "Strep Culture Confirmation", "", "ICD10-J02.0", 

"Strep Pharyngitis", "", "", "", "", "")

""

}



Orders Module Configuration



Dragon/C-Speak

�How is Dragon/C-Speak beneficial in Order Entry?

� Creates a Macro

� A Macro is a verbal command that initiates certain automations

�Much like quick text using a single word or phrase

�Example:  Left Distal Radius Fracture, Initial Visit
� Adds distal radius fracture (ICD10-S52.592A)

� Adds fracture care order (CPT-25605)

� Adds casting charges  (HCPCS-Q4010)

� Adds text to impression & plan



Inquiries
�Reports can be generated to track billing orders 

based on provider, orders, codes, and dates.

�Allows you to see trends/patterns in ordering

�Can be refined by:
�Authorizing provider

� Code 

�Date range

�Count vs Search
�Example: Recall on Visco injection





Custom Encounter Forms

� Action Buttons

� Easy Buttons

� Previous

� Navigation

� Help Buttons

� Pop Ups

� Clinical Decision Support Rules

� Mandatory/Required Questions

� Auto Preferences

� Auto Flagging Notifications

� Educational Handouts

� Insurance Carriers

� Calculating Units

� X-Ray Order Counter

� Modifiers



Custom Encounter Forms



Action Buttons

� Action button is a single click that can perform 

multiple activities

� Create translation

� Bill service orders

� Create test orders

� Send flags

� Print documents



Action Buttons Continued

�Allows direct navigation between forms

�Used to view previous values

�Dynamically pulls in new forms (without 

searching for it)



Easy Buttons

�Using action button functionality 

to create a launching point for a 

typical scenario/condition



Easy Button: Normal PE



Easy Button: Conditions



Easy Button: Surgery Order



Easy Button: PT/OT Order



Easy Button: Configuration



Easy Button: Configuration

+ Easier to manage when 
setting values to many 
different objects on multiple 
tabs

+ Can perform multiple 
actions, like generating 
problems, orders, and 
handout

SetValue RunProcess

- Harder to manage as more 

values are set

- Limited functionality

+ Easiest to configure on a 
small scale

+ Can click other buttons

- Requires MEL coding 

expertise

- Cannot click other buttons



Previous Button

�Using action button functionality 

to show or pull forward a previous 

value.

�Can pull previous value by user, 

provider or date



Previous Button



Navigation Button

�Using action button functionality to 

take the user directly from one screen 

to the next.

�Allows the action to have a different 

function specific to the user/provider.



� The Visual Form Editor has a prebuilt connection type:

or MEL coding can be used and potentially perform other actions at the same time:

OPEN_FORM_COMP() can jump to a specific tab and avoid concurrent user issues

ADD_FORM_COMP() can insert a form that is not already in the update

Navigation Button Configuration



Help Buttons

� Using action button functionality to provide 

reference material to the user.

� Examples:

�Hyperlink

�Video

� Informational



Hyperlinks



Hyperlink Document



Video



Video



RunShellOpen

� RunShellOpen() can launch outside applications, files, and websites

� RUNSHELLOPEN("http://youtu.be/EF1PbgdSWsA")

� RUNSHELLOPEN("\\\onenas05\Clinical\Physician Protocols\Surgical 

Protocols\Medication Protocols\Medication Stop prior to surgery protocol.docx")

� RUNSHELLOPEN("Email.vbs",sender+" "+recipient+" "+submitSubject+" 

"+submitBody,"\\\onenas05\one\VBScripts")



Informational



Types of Pop Ups

� User ok

�Showing information to the user

� Yes  No

�Getting direct feedback from the user

�Can trigger different actions accordingly

� Both types can be event driven



User OK Pop Up



Yes-No Pop Up



Pop Up Configuration

� Userok() function will trigger the corresponding ok message

� Example: Userok("Do not order MRI due to pacemaker")

� UserYesNo() function will display a question and get a “Yes” or “No” response

� Example:



Clinical Decision Support Rules



Visibility Regions / Sections



CDSR-MIPS/Quality



Mandatory Questions

�Guides the user in obtaining required 

details

�Tip: Make the required fields a different 

color so it “sticks out”





MIPS Measures 
� #1 A1C mandatory for diabetic patients between 

18 and 75

� #47 power of attorney mandatory for patients 65 
or older

� #110 Influenza details mandatory for date range 
between August and March

� #111 Pneumonia details mandatory for patients 
65 or older

� #154, #155 mandatory for patients 65 or older 

� #226 mandatory for patients 18 and over for MIPs 
(13 and over for practice)



Enable Expressions
�Can disable buttons / document objects 

based on conditions



Auto Preferences

�Providers have their own set of rules that 
their team must memorize.

�Custom forms never forget those rules.

�These preferences pull information 
automatically based on provider





Event Driven Coding 
�Automated events can be triggered by 

watcher statements, which are control 

structures with an ! in front of it.

�Objects in the condition statement will 

trigger an evaluation every time the 

object is touched



Auto Flagging

�Default configuration

�Limited

�MEL_SEND_FLAG()

� Unlimited



Why Auto Flags?

�Eliminates manual flags that can be 
forgotten

�Can provide necessary details

� Pre-Cert

� Surgery/Test Scheduling

� X-Ray

� Work Comp

� Payer Billing

� Clinical



Auto Flagging: Default Configuration 

Setup



Auto Flagging: MEL_SEND_FLAG()

� MEL_SEND_FLAG("Flag",<Receiving Username>, <Priority>, <Due 

Date>,<Title>,<Message Body>,<Chart Tab>,<Expiration Date>)

� Example:

� Can Send to multiple users at the same time with comma separated list

� When the user clicks on the flag, the chart tab determines where it will go

� Example:



Educational Handouts
�Osteoporosis

�Medications

�Vitamin D

�BMI

�Smoking & Surgery

�Home Exercise Programs

�Specific Conditions

�Casting



Printing Handouts for MIPS ACI Credit

� PRINTHANDOUT() can print any prebuilt custom handouts

� Add_MUActivity_Log() records to the database to count with CQR



Insurance Carriers



Insurance Carriers

�Rules based on patient’s insurance

�Modifiers get attached to the DME 

based on insurance rules including the 

code & reason



Insurance MEL Coding

� INS_NAME(), INS_PLAN(), INS_GRP() functions pull patient insurance data

� "P" and "S“ determine if primary or secondary insurance is pulled

� Example:



Calculating Units

�Calculates the volume and converts it into 

billable units.

�Example:
� Kenalog 1cc = 8 units

� Celestone 1cc = 2 units

� Depo Medrol 1cc = 1 unit





X-Ray Order Counter
�Calculates appropriate CPT code based on 

body part & number of views





Modifiers

�Code that’s attached to a CPT code

�Coders must remember these and enter 

manually

�Custom forms allow you to attach 

appropriate modifiers based on normal 

workflow

�Missing/Incorrect modifiers may result in 

rejected claims.





CPS Data Mapping



EMR Data Mapping



Questions



Contact Us:

mbaeske@orthone.com

kbennett@orthone.com

tpawlik@orthone.com


